
Natalie Gutierrez
Medium: Graphite Pencil

Professor Eric Tucker: Drawing II

This piece was for my Drawing Two class.  The assignment was to draw a still life drawing. I created multiple 
sketches before starting the drawing.  After drawing multiple sides of the still life, I chose this one specifically 
because I liked the way it was placed. I wanted my drawing to be accurate with the measurements and sizes of 
the objects. Also, I tried to put in as much detail as possible, especially with the glass bottle in my drawing and 
to have a smooth surface. The media I used was graphite pencil, and I rendered the objects first. Then, I would 
smudge it, and finally, if it needed more value, I would shade it in darker and then blend it. I enjoyed rendering 
the objects and challenging myself to create a drawing with multiple objects.

Major and degree: Associate in Fine Arts
High school: Thornton Fractional High School 
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Aramis Hatcher
Medium: Graphite Pencil

Professor Eric Tucker: Drawing I

The drawing is the student’s response to the midterm project.  They were asked to draw a still life that 
demonstrates the concepts and skills developed in the first half of the semester.  This included working with light 
and dark to develop the illusion of space, mass and volume, drawing with values, vertical placement and 
overlapping to imply depth, measuring to recreate accurate proportions, and rendering surface qualities.  
Aramis Hatcher’s drawing exceeded all expectations for the project.  

Major and degree: Graphic Design and AAS Degree; Graphic Design Basic Certificate
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The goal of the assignment was to make a collage using pictures of food. I used various pictures of coffee to create 
this piece. I used Photoshop to make the collage of coffee. I especially enjoy using photoshop because it’s easier to 
use and get used to.

Major and degree: Graphic Design and AAS degree
High school: South Shore International College Prep

Kendle Reed
Medium: Digital Graphics

Professor Pamela Planera: Computer Art II
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Kiara Scott
“YumMy”

Medium: Acrylic Painting on Canvas
Professor Amy Babinec: Painting II

My artwork is a painting of lips that look like they are coming forward from the rings, like in a cartoon. I was 
inspired to create this artwork by watching a cartoon where a girl was eating a cherry, and I knew I had to pause 
it and run to get my sketch book to draw it. My favorite type of art is Pop Art and Bratz Dolls. I choose the 
title “YumMy” for the Justin Bieber song “Yummy,” and switched it up, so half of the title is “Yum” and the rest 
is “My” for “Oh My.” I used oil paint for the lips and acrylic paint for the black and yellow rings. I used a hard 
brush to create the realistic look of the lips. I wanted the rings to start small then get larger to go around the lips 
to show the lips coming forward. 

The piece tells that just by making something so simple it can turn out to be better. Throughout my life I have 
wanted to create paintings that looks like they are moving. At first I had a hard time drawing lips, but now I can 
make body parts look amazing. Throughout the world, as time moves forward, we move FORWARD.

Major and degree: Fine Arts
High school: Thornton Fractional North High School
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Estefania Sevilla
Medium: Digital Graphics

Professor Pamela Planera: Computer Art II

This piece was an assignment for my Computer Art 2 class in February. The goal was to use only photoshop 
brushes to create digital art instead of using images. You had to use the tools in photoshop as a way of painting 
and drawing rather than a image composite. For my piece I created a tarot card.

The software used for this piece was Photoshop using the brush tool which takes the shape that can be repeated 
and painted a different color. I enjoyed learning about the tool itself.

The message for the artwork that I would like the viewer to understand is that this is not a real tarot card, but 
one that I made up. The actual tarot card deck holds many meanings and this one displays the feeling of looking 
towards the future while waiting or dreading it.  It’s always fun when you see your work come together just how 
you see it in your head.

Major and degree: Graphic Design/Associate in Arts
High school: Thornton Fractional North High School
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Jasmyn Wilson
“Allover Pattern Design”

Medium: Acrylic Painting on Canvas
Professor Amy Babinec: 2D Design

The reason for this artwork was for an assignment in my 2D Design class. The goal of the assignment was to 
make a design that uses an allover pattern. The design also had to have color in some way. The media that I used 
to make this artwork were acrylic paint, sharpie, white paint marker, and a canvas. I first painted the background 
and blended all the colors to make a gradient. Once that dried, I divided the canvas into equal parts and placed 
dots on the lines. Then, I drew curved white lines that connected to the closest dot until the canvas was filled. 
Near the end, my white paint marker ran out. As a result, I ended up going over the white and finishing the piece 
with a black Sharpie marker. Something I really enjoyed about using the paint and the process is the blending of 
the paints to make a gradient, because I like to do that when I paint other things.

Major and degree: Graphic Design; Associate in Arts, Graphic Design-AAS +                                                                           
Graphic Design Basic Certificate
High school: Thornton Fractional North High School


